
Flaming Marshmallow Challenge
Object: for the team of Pathfinders to sharpen a stick, bandage a finger, lash a handle to the stick, 
build a fire using no more than two matches, and burn the marshmallow in the shortest time possible.

Purpose:  To test four skills the Pathfinders have learned in camping skills this past year.  Proper use 
of a knife; proper bandaging of a finger;  Proper building of a fire;  Proper lashing technique…Also 
proper extinguishing of the fire!

Materials Each Club brings:

1.  One 3 ft stick to be sharpened
2.  One knife to sharpen stick
3.  Gauze to be wrapped around finger.  (Band-aids does not count - too easy)
4.  Fire Starter (You be creative - no pre-made, store bought fire-starter or liquids allowed, please use 
natural materials)
5.  One 4-5 inch stick to be lashed to the other stick as a handle
6.  One 2ft rope to lash the 4-5 inch stick to the sharpened stick
7.  One hatchet to prepare the wood for fire building
8.  One marshmallow
9.  Pencil or pen for timer
10. A timer of some sort  (Stop watch, phone timer, etc)

Conference will provide:
Firewood - Each team will be provided 3 one foot 2x4 to start fire
Two matches and a striker strip per team
Score sheet

The Challenge

1. The Pathfinders will be perform all of the duties in a 9x9 area in the athletic field.
2. Each team will provide their own timer. You may judge your own team, but must do your honest 

part in judging!
3. When timer says go, the timing begins and the Pathfinders go into action
4. Pathfinders 4 and 5 begin building the fire and starting the fire.  All materials will remain on the 

ground until the timer says go.  This must be a fire that has burned the wood, not just a fire with 
your fire starter.  It must be a legitimate fire with the provided wood burning!

5. When the timer said go, Pathfinder 1 sharpens the three foot stick in the materials list #1
6. Once stick is sharpened, Pathfinder 2 bandages the index finger of pathfinder 1 as if the 

pathfinder had cut it while sharpening
7. Once the bandage is properly completed, Pathfinder 3 lashes the 4-5 inch stick to the sharpened 

stick.  Pathfinder 1 remains holding the stick as it is lashed.
8. Once the fire is started, Pathfinder one will place a marshmallow on the stick and put into the fire.  

Once the marshmallow ignites, the timer stops.  
9. Eating of the marshmallow is optional.  (Pastor Craig or an Area Coordinator may like one or two 

of them!)
10. It is the duty of the five pathfinders in the 9x9 area to make sure the marshmallow does not touch 

the ground.  The marshmallow must remain visible to the judge/timer 0 It matters not how the 
marshmallow is protected, it just must be visible and not touch the ground.

11. Record the time and then check the following for penalties.



Penalties:
1. 10 second add-on if bandage is not properly tied
2. 10 second add-on if lashed handle did not stay on the stick all the way to the end.
3. 10 seconds for each time the marshmallow touched the ground
4. Unable to start the fire…too bad.

Here is an illustration of the challenge.  

Please remember that Pathfinders 4 and 5 may begin building and starting the fire once the timer 
says go.
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